Name: _________________________________

Early
Morning
Wake-up
By Guy Belleranti

“Woof!” barked Lucky.
Ben groaned. “It’s Saturday. Let me sleep.”
Lucky jumped on the bed and licked Ben’s face.
Ben laughed. “Okay.”
Ben put on his slippers and followed Lucky to the front window.
“Wow! Look at the orange sky,” Ben said. “Let’s wake up Katie.”
Lucky and Ben ran into Katie’s room.
“Woof!” barked Lucky.
“Wake up,” said Ben.
Katie groaned. “It’s Saturday. Let me sleep.”
Lucky jumped on the bed and licked Katie’s face.
Katie laughed. “Okay.”
Katie put on her slippers and followed Lucky and Ben to the front
window.
“Wow! Look at the colors in the sky,” Katie said. “Let’s wake up Mom
and Dad.”
Lucky, Ben, and Katie ran into Mom and Dad’s bedroom.
“Woof!” barked Lucky.
“Wake up,” said Ben and Katie.
Mom and Dad groaned. “It’s Saturday. Let us sleep.”
Lucky jumped on the bed and licked their faces.
Mom and Dad laughed. “Okay.”
They put on their slippers and followed Lucky, Ben, and Katie to the
front window. “Wow!” Mom and Dad said. “What a pretty view.”
Everyone enjoyed the beautiful sunrise.
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Name: ___________________________________

Early
Morning
Wake-up
By Guy Belleranti

1. When does this story take place?
a. in the middle of the night

b. when the day is over

c. in the afternoon

d. early in the morning

2. Who woke up first?
a. Lucky
c. Katie

b. Ben
d. Mom and Dad

3. Everyone wanted to sleep in because…
a. it was still dark outside
b. they were up very late
c. they were bored

d. it was the weekend

4. How did Lucky wake everyone up?
a. She licked their faces.
b. She wagged her tail.
c. She howled.

d. She pulled on the blankets.

5. When they woke up, everyone in the family was surprised to see…
a. the colorful sunset
b. the pretty sunrise
c. the full moon

d. the stars in the sky
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ANSWER KEY
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